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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

When Arizona’s Clean Elections Act was passed in 1998, proponents hoped it would mark the beginning of a new era in elections: one of improved voter turnout, increased candidate participation, and less special interest influence. But just how has the Clean Elections Act changed Arizona campaigns? This policy report finds Arizona’s Clean Elections system has largely failed to live up to its stated goals.

Clean Elections was trumpeted as a means to improve citizen participation. However, since the law was passed in 1998, voter turnout has not improved. Likewise, Clean Elections promised to increase the number of candidates in each election and help reduce the incumbency reelection rate. A review of election cycles shows that since 1998, incumbency reelection rates have remained near 100 percent, and in the most recent primaries, the number of candidates fell substantially. In fact, from 2002 to 2004, the number of primary candidates for office fell from 247 to 195. Moreover, the law has not increased minor or third-party participation in politics, and Arizona campaigns remain every bit as hard-edged under Clean Elections as they were when traditionally funded.

Clean Elections comes at a cost. The state loses ten dollars every time a taxpayer marks the $5 tax check-off. Additionally, the program requires a confusing and frustrating regulatory regime that threatens constitutional liberties. The obligation to monitor abuse of public funds requires a level of invasive investigation that is simply not necessary in traditionally funded systems.

There is little evidence that the Clean Elections law has fulfilled its goals. Instead, it imposes real burdens on political speech and on the ability to run for office. This study concludes that Arizona’s Clean Elections system may actually harm the political process while imposing significant costs on the public.
Almost from the first, the challenges posed by public funding were evident. How do we know how much spending is right? Can the law be sufficiently supple to respond to changing circumstances, yet sufficiently rigorous to resist unscrupulous manipulation? Moreover, is there democratic value to political fundraising—in requiring politicians to appeal to the people for support—that is lost when campaigns are publicly funded?

Introduction

With the recent passage of a “clean elections” law in Connecticut, public financing reforms are enjoying a renaissance of attention and commentary. The idea that the government should subsidize campaigns with taxpayer money—rather than allow voluntary private funding to run a campaign—has a long pedigree. President Theodore Roosevelt called for public financing of elections in 1907, proposing a congressional appropriation to defray political party expenses coupled with a contribution limit and publicity of party accounts. In 1909, Colorado enacted a program to subsidize parties based on their success at the polls, but the Colorado Supreme Court declared the law unconstitutional only one year later, albeit without a written opinion explaining its reasoning. Puerto Rico enacted the next public funding law in 1957, which paid party expenses out of a commonwealth Election Fund.

Almost from the first, the challenges posed by public funding were evident. On what basis should funds be granted? Will the law discourage new or “third” parties? If everyone is funded, would there be a way to avoid having the program swamped by “political faddists”? How do we know how much spending is right? Are we spending too much or not enough? How can program funding be maintained? Can the law be sufficiently supple to respond to changing circumstances, yet sufficiently rigorous to resist unscrupulous manipulation? What spending activity is “political” enough to count? Will there be exemptions, and, if so, can they be fair—for instance, would the media and their owners be at an advantage? What remedies are appropriate to deal with cheating? Moreover, is there democratic value to political fundraising—in requiring politicians to appeal to the people for support—that is lost when campaigns are publicly funded?

Today, Connecticut, Maine, New Mexico (for corporate regulators), North Carolina (for judicial candidates), and Vermont, as well as Arizona, provide full public financing to candidates who agree to abide by spending limits and forgo private contributions. Vermont’s law contains a mandatory spending limit and is currently before the U.S. Supreme Court in a First Amendment challenge. A number of other states subsidize politics in other ways—by providing financial support to candidates or parties, for instance.

How the Clean Elections Act Operates

Arizona’s Citizens Clean Elections Act created a Clean Elections Fund. Candidates for statewide and legislative offices may participate in the program and receive funding for their campaigns from this Fund, or they may raise campaign funds privately. The 2000
election was the first election cycle in which legislative and statewide office candidates could use the Clean Elections law to finance a candidacy. Clean Elections funding is available only to “participating candidates.” Participating candidates qualify by gathering $5 contributions from in-district registered voters and observe strict spending and contribution limits.14

For example, in the 2006 election, a qualifying candidate for governor will need 4,200 “qualifying contributions” of $5 from in-district voters (who themselves must file reporting slips in triplicate for the money to count); a legislative candidate must collect 210.15 During the “exploratory” and “qualifying” periods, candidates can raise private money for their efforts to qualify—the individual contribution limit is $120 per donor, and the overall limit for outside private contributions is $46,440 for governor and $2,980 for the legislature.16 The Act also limits the amount of personal money a candidate can use at this time to $1,160 for gubernatorial candidates and $580 for legislative candidates.17

The 2006 primary election spending limit is $453,849 for gubernatorial candidates and $11,945 for legislative candidates.18 The general election spending limits will be $680,774 and $17,918, respectively.19 These limits work out to about $0.25 per active Arizona voter statewide, but given the vast differences in registration and turnout among legislative districts, the money-per-active-voter ratio varies widely from one legislative district to another. Under the Act, if a legislative candidate is running in a district dominated by one political party—where the election may well be resolved in the primary—the candidate can reallocate some general election funding to that race.

The Act does not allow candidates to carry forward money from one period to the next. At the end of each of the three periods—the privately funded qualifying period, the primary election period, and the general election period—candidates must return unspent money to the Fund.20 Participating candidates may also receive additional “matching funds” of up to three times the relevant spending limit if a nonparticipating opponent spends over a certain threshold.21

The Act also restricts “nonparticipating candidates,” or those candidates who are funding their campaigns the traditional way by raising their own campaign money. It requires nonparticipating candidates to observe campaign contribution limits and prohibitions on contributions by corporations and unions, and to adhere to reporting requirements. The 2006 contribution limits to statewide offices are $760 per individual or political action committee (PAC); $3,784 per certain “super-PACs” and political party committees, with a combined cap of $75,624 from all PACs; and a separate $75,624 from all political parties and political organizations.22 The limits for legislative offices are $296 per individual
or PAC, $1,512 per super-PAC, and the overall cap from PACs and parties is $7,568. Arizona law also limits the total an individual can give to candidates and to committees that give to candidates—an individual cap that is presently $3,530 per year.23

The Citizens Clean Elections Commission may impose civil penalties for violations of the limits and reporting requirements. If a candidate exceeds the applicable spending limit by over 10 percent, the penalty is disqualification as a candidate or forfeiture of office, if elected.24 As of this writing, one legislator who allegedly overspent his primary campaign limit by $6,000 has been removed from office.25

The Clean Elections Fund obtains its revenue from several sources. It receives a surcharge of 10 percent imposed on all civil and criminal fines and penalties.26 It also receives a $5 voluntary contribution per taxpayer when filers mark an optional check-off box on the first page of their tax return. Through the check-off, the taxpayer’s taxes are reduced by $5, and $5 goes to the Clean Elections Fund.27 The Fund also receives tax-preferred donations from individuals or business filers. Donors receive a dollar-for-dollar tax credit of up to 20 percent of the tax amount on the return or $550 per taxpayer, whichever is higher. The Fund also receives the excess qualifying contributions of participating candidates (i.e., those private funds raised but not used during the qualifying period) and civil penalties assessed against violators of the Clean Elections Act.28

Originally, the Clean Elections Act imposed a $100 fee on certain classes of registered lobbyists.29 An Arizona trial court declared that section unconstitutional because it violated the First Amendment.30 The court later severed it from the remainder of the Clean Elections Act.

**Goals of the Clean Elections Act:**

**Fulfilling the Promise?**

This paper will consider how successful the Arizona Clean Elections law has been at achieving its goals as expressed by the Act’s supporters. What was Arizona’s Clean Elections law intended to accomplish? Because the law passed by initiative, there are no legislative committee reports or floor statements to consult. However, the Act does contain a “declaration,” reading:

The people of Arizona declare our intent to create a clean elections system that will improve the integrity of Arizona state government by diminishing the influence of special-interest money, will encourage citizen participation in the political process, and will promote freedom of speech under the U.S. and Arizona constitutions. Campaigns will become more issue-oriented and less negative because there will be no need to challenge the sources of campaign money.31
In the words of the Clean Elections Institute, an organization dedicated to promoting the Clean Elections law, "Arizonans promoted and passed the Clean Elections law to increase participation in the electoral process, reduce the influence of big money in campaigns and government and increase competition among candidates."

Admittedly, some of these aspirations are more easily measured than others. This paper separates the Act’s goals into three broad categories:

- Participation: Since the passage of the Clean Elections Act in 1998, are there indications of greater citizen participation in the political process?

- Competition: Clean Elections claims to make it easier for citizens to become candidates, thereby encouraging more competitive elections. Is there evidence that the Clean Elections law has made candidacy more accessible and elections more competitive?

- Tone: Has the tone of campaigns improved? Are they less negative and more “issue-oriented”?

The paper then considers the burdens created by the Clean Elections law. Has the law’s complexity created additional burdens for candidates running for office? Has it chilled the political speech of candidates and other groups?

In brief, we find little evidence to support any argument that the Clean Elections law has fulfilled its stated goals. Moreover, it imposes real burdens on political speech and on the ability to run for office. Since Arizona’s Clean Elections system has not reached its goals, reformers should be advised to seriously reconsider fundamental aspects of the law.

**Participation**

One claim made by supporters of the Clean Elections Act is that it will increase political participation. We might measure “citizen participation” in the political process in a variety of ways. The most common indicator of participation is voting: we can observe whether voter turnout rates have increased since the passage of the Clean Elections law. Another form of participation is providing financial support to political activity. Since one purpose of the law is to reduce reliance on private contributions, it would not make much sense to measure the law’s participatory success in that way. Rather, we can look at Arizona Department of Revenue statistics to observe whether there are improvements in participation in Arizona’s various check-off programs, both for the Clean Elections Fund itself and for other political beneficiaries. Finally, we can also see whether more people participate in politics by running for office, although this is a much narrower path of participation open only to those with the time and temperament to be a candidate.

Figure 1 depicts the turnout for elections from 1992 to 2004.
These numbers indicate little beyond the fact that turnout improves in presidential election years; they show no voter turnout improvement that can be attributed to Clean Elections.

Candidates were able to use Clean Elections funds starting in the 2000 election. As the chart shows, the highest recent turnout election year in Arizona was in 1992 for both the primary election (29%) and the general election (77.2%), unless one counts the 2000 presidential preference primary as a “primary” (35%). The next highest turnout for a general election was in 2004 (77.1%), and for a primary, in 1994 (28.6%).\textsuperscript{33} Turnout statistics show no effect from the 1998 passage of the Clean Elections law.

The way most people participate in elections is by voting. Yet nothing in the voter turnout trends in Arizona elections suggests that the Clean Elections law has an effect here.

The Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) compiled its own Arizona voting statistics, measuring voter turnout as a percentage of voting age population (VAP). These statistics show that in 1998, turnout as a percentage of VAP was 28 percent; in 2000, 40.2 percent; in 2002, 30.7 percent; and in 2004, 39.2 percent.\textsuperscript{34} These numbers indicate little beyond the fact that turnout improves in presidential election years; they show no voter turnout improvement that can be attributed to Clean Elections.

Another form of citizen participation is providing financial support to various candidates and political groups. The law encourages taxpayers to make a $5 contribution to the Clean Elections Fund in exchange for a $5 reduction in tax liability. In 2001, out of 2,210,747 returns, 315,395, or 14 percent, made the $5 check-off contribution.\textsuperscript{35} This percentage has been growing, as Figure 2 indicates, so that by the end of the 2004 tax year, out of 2,368,223 tax returns, 583,719, or 25 percent, marked the
check-off. Yet, tax return check-offs may be more an illustration of taxpayers acting on economic interests than any degree of increased political participation. The $5 reduction in tax liability provides a sufficient financial incentive for citizens to “participate.”

The experience in other states has been that check-off systems become less popular and yield fewer dollars as the programs mature. Political scientists Michael Malbin and Thomas Gais noted in their study of check-off programs that from 1980 to 1994 the “typical check-off state went from 20 percent participation to 11 percent participation.” If Malbin and Gais’s analysis holds, it suggests that Arizonans’ participation in the Clean Elections check-off program may drop as well.

To judge whether the check-off’s cost is justified, it might be useful to know whether other indications of participation have improved. Arizona tax forms also allow taxpayers to contribute to other causes. In particular, taxpayers can designate contributions to political parties. Revenue records show that the number of returns in which taxpayers designate contributions to the Republican and Democratic parties have grown recently by a greater percentage than the number of returns generally. The total number of returns designating party contributions grew from 1,511 in 2001 to 1,922 in 2004, an increase of 27 percent. The bulk of this increase was in returns designating contributions to the Democratic Party. At the same time, the number of total individual returns increased by only seven percent. To be sure, this period overlaps with the approach of the 2004 presidential election, an event that typically captures more public attention than other elections, and would be of particular interest to Democrats, who lacked an incumbent standard-bearer or even a presumptive nominee. Scholars have also observed that there is a partisan effect in public funding programs. Simply put, Democrats are more congenial to public funding, as policymakers and as participants, than Republicans are.

The participation trend for party-designated contributions appears to be
doing better than contributions to other causes. From 2001 to 2004, returns designating contributions to what has been the most popular charitable cause listed on the Arizona return—child abuse prevention—fell from 12,302 in 2001 to 10,502 in 2004, a 17 percent decrease. The tax form designation for parties is admittedly a form of political activity very few Arizonans use—only about 2,000. So, whatever participation trends we might see, they involve a tiny number of people and may not be reflective of political participation by Arizonans as a whole.

Another measure of participation that necessarily involves a small fraction of the state’s citizens is the number of people who decide to become candidates. In Arizona statewide and legislative primary elections held after the passage of the Clean Elections law, 223 candidates total ran in 2000, 247 in 2002, and 195 in 2004. From 2002 to 2004, the number of statewide candidates dropped from 39 to 7, and legislative candidates from 208 to 188. The numbers of both Democrat and Republican candidates declined during this period. However, the number of candidates participating in the Clean Elections program remained stable, so the percentage of participating candidates in primaries rose from 56 percent to 61 percent and in legislative races from 54 percent to 58 percent, even though the number of candidates fell in absolute terms.

One explanation for the decline in the number of primary candidates in 2004 may be the uncertainty of the state’s legislative district lines. According to the Clean Elections Institute, a number of candidates dropped out of primary races after courts ruled that the state had to use a precleared 2002 legislative map for the 2004 elections instead of a more “competitive” 2004 map.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Numbers of Primary Election Candidates, 2002 and 2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2002 (Clean Elections participants)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative primary candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since the candidate drop-off occurred before nominating petitions were due, and rarely do all purported candidates file their papers, it is not clear whether the change in redistricting plans in fact suppressed candidates who might have otherwise gone forward or whether the uncertainty might have inflated the number of tentative candidacies of people who might not otherwise have explored running in a more stable environment. Whichever the case, the 2004 situation makes it difficult to say anything definitive about the effect of the Clean Elections law on the number of candidates in primary elections, but there is certainly no evidence to support the contention that more candidacies will necessarily occur under Clean Elections. Data supporting the goal of increased participation remain unconvincing in this regard.

In general elections there is, as would be expected, less fluctuation in the number of candidates since their numbers are largely determined by the number of seats up for election and relatively few races include libertarians or independent candidates.

An important subsidiary aspect of the law is the partisan breakdown of Clean Elections candidates. Democrats remain more likely to use the program, but the difference between Democrat and Republican participation is narrowing. Figure 3 shows the percentage of candidates from both parties who participated in the Clean Elections Fund from 2000 to 2004.

When looking at these percentages, it is useful to remember that Arizona remains a Republican state: Republicans lead Democrats in statewide registration by 5.5 percent and have a 6-to-2 advantage in the U.S. Congress, a 17-to-13 advantage in the State Senate, and a 39-to-21 advantage in the State House.44

In summary, most indicators reveal no changes in political participation as a result of the Clean Elections program.

Table 2: Numbers of General Election Candidates, 2002 and 2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2002 (Clean Elections participants)</th>
<th>2004 (Clean Elections participants)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General election candidates</td>
<td>170 (89)</td>
<td>156 (88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative candidates</td>
<td>147 (73)</td>
<td>149 (82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republicans</td>
<td>76 (30)</td>
<td>74 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democrats</td>
<td>77 (51)</td>
<td>66 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>17 (8)</td>
<td>16 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most indicators reveal no changes in political participation as a result of the Clean Elections program.
The most direct form of participation—turning out to actually cast a vote—shows no improvement from the law’s passage. While the funding of Clean Elections itself has increased, it is not clear that this is an accurate measurement of political participation since taxpayers receive a financial incentive to reduce their tax liability under the program. Likewise, larger portions of candidates are participating in the Clean Elections program. Other measures of broader political participation seem unaffected—most significantly, voter turnout.

Advocates of clean elections reforms assert that the system will “encourage citizen participation in the political process,” but the most direct form of participation—turning out to actually cast a vote—shows no improvement from the law’s passage. One of the other articulated goals of the Act is to encourage more people to run for office. Achievement of that goal remains elusive, too, as the number of primary candidates—the key point of entry into any campaign for office—fell substantially in the last cycle. In short, the data do not reveal any trend of greater political participation by Arizonans since the passage of Clean Elections.

**Competition**

Success for the Clean Elections program cannot be claimed merely because it has been able to perpetuate itself by attracting funding and participants. The program should have a salutary effect on other aspects of politics. As we have seen, the data do not reveal an overall improvement in political participation. Yet another stated promise of the Clean Elections law is increased electoral competition. As one prominent researcher described this goal: “It is difficult to argue with the position that, other things being equal, more competition is preferable to less. Our view is that in a state with truly competitive elections, many other problems—whether corruption, insulation, or undue interest group influence—will take care of them-
According to the GAO, access to public funding in 2000 and 2002 did not affect incumbent reelection rates, and extending the GAO’s approach to 2004, it would seem incumbent reelection rates actually rose for House seats.

Incumbent Reelection Rates

In May 2003, the U.S. General Accounting Office (now the Government Accountability Office) released a study of clean elections programs, including Arizona’s. According to the GAO, access to public funding in 2000 and 2002 did not affect incumbent reelection rates, and extending the GAO’s approach to 2004, it would seem incumbent reelection rates actually rose for House seats.

The GAO’s calculations were called into question in a paper authored by Kenneth R. Mayer, Timothy Werner and Amanda Williams, political scientists from the University of Wisconsin affiliated with the Wisconsin Campaign Finance Project. They noted that the GAO only looked at incumbents who lost in general elections, and did not include incumbents who lost in primaries. Had the GAO altered its methods, the Mayer team contends that the numbers would have shown a drop in incumbent reelection rates in 2002 to 70 percent for House races and 81.3 percent for Senate races, after having been in the mid-ninetieth percentile from 1994 to 2000. The Mayer group’s analysis also recalculated the reelection rates after

The year 2000 was also the first year term limits on legislators affected the ability of some incumbents to run for reelection. While it may be that this effect has now stabilized, the term limits law should be kept in mind when comparing data from the last three election cycles with pre-2000 races.

According to the GAO, access to public funding in 2000 and 2002 did not affect incumbent reelection rates, and extending the GAO’s approach to 2004, it would seem incumbent reelection rates actually rose for House seats.
Another important measure of competitiveness is whether incumbent victory margins have narrowed under the Clean Elections Act. Looking independently at the numbers for 2004, we see that only two of 24 incumbent election contests in the Arizona Senate made the GAO’s “competitive” criteria of a margin of 15 percent or less.\textsuperscript{53}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Senate Incubents Retained (%)</th>
<th>House Incubents Retained (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000 (term limits effective)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004 (calculations by author)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking independently at 2004 results through the Mayer prism, of the 48 incumbents running in the House, eight lost either in the primary or in the general election, for a reelection rate of 83.3 percent. Out of 25 Senate incumbents running, one lost (in a primary, no less), for a reelection rate of 96 percent. Using the Mayer formula, it appears that both these retention rates are substantially higher than those in 2002, indicating that incumbent reelection rates are increasing again even under the Clean Elections Act.\textsuperscript{54}

**Incumbent Victory Margins**

Another important measure of competitiveness is whether incumbent victory margins have narrowed under the Clean Elections Act. The GAO studied Arizona Senate races only, thus avoiding the issue of how to evaluate multimember House districts. Defining “competitive” districts as those with a margin of 15 percent or less between the winner and the next runner-up, the GAO determined that 10 percent of the Senate races were competitive in 1996, 29 percent in 1998, and 40 percent in 2000, but only 33 percent were competitive in 2002.\textsuperscript{55}

Looking independently at the numbers for 2004, we see that only two of 24 incumbent election contests in the Arizona Senate made the GAO’s “competitive” criteria of a margin of 15 percent or less between the winner and the next runner-up (when there was one). The incumbent in District 12 won with 54.1 percent of the vote, and an incumbent in District 25 won with 56 percent of the vote. Meanwhile, 10 incumbents were uncontested in the 2004 general election. Two out of 24 seats would lead to a competitiveness percentage of about 8 percent, seemingly back to 1996 levels.\textsuperscript{56}

In their analysis, Mayer, Werner, and Williams disputed whether the GAO’s approach was appropriate. They
concluded that only studying the Senate “jettison[ed] valuable data.” In their study, they created “pseudo-pairs” to simulate single-member contests out of multimember Arizona House seats. They paired the top vote-getter of one party with the weakest of the other, and the second best with the highest vote-getter of the opposite party. They also defined competitive as a winning total of under 60 percent, rather than the 15 percent margin the GAO used. With this different approach, the Mayer team determined that 36 percent of incumbents were in competitive races in 2000 and 47 percent in 2002, but then only 36 percent in 2004.57

Whichever method one adopts, clean elections reforms do not seem to have a lasting effect on competitiveness. Under both measurement approaches, competitiveness appears to be on the retreat after peaking in 2000 and 2002. Given the abundance of other factors that would affect the hardiness of incumbents—from the shakeout following the term limits law to the passage of a redistricting act that mandates “competitiveness” as a factor in redistricting—it is hard to see how the clean elections law could have affected competitiveness in a manner measurable in these circumstances. Even so, the incumbent retention and victory margin numbers are moving higher, indicating that competitiveness, however measured, may be on the wane.

One might argue that real competitiveness comes from having a rich variety of viewpoints represented in campaigns by an array of political parties. Since the passage of the Clean Elections law, the Green Party is no longer officially recognized in Arizona and no longer fields candidates. The demise of the Greens probably has more to do with the rise and fall of their presidential nominee Ralph Nader in 2000 than with any effect of the Clean Elections law. At the same time, the law does not appear to have assisted in the development of minor or third-party participation or success in Arizona elections.

Funding Adequacy

Some scholars argue that providing “adequate” funding of candidates is another element necessary for competitiveness. It may be that the one-size-fits-all spending limits under the Clean Elections law burdens some candidates more than others. Moreover, Arizona’s spending limits are lower than those of other states with similar laws. This may not be healthy in a fast-growing state where it is necessary for candidates to attract the attention of new residents who are unfamiliar with, and possibly apathetic to, local politics.

The Arizona Clean Elections law fails to account for the vast differences in voter registration among Arizona’s legislative districts. For instance, as of October 2005, District 4, a spacious district including portions of Maricopa and Yavapai counties, currently represented by Tom Boone and Judy Burges in the House and Jack W. Harper in the Senate, has 123,059 active
registered voters. District 13, a more compact Tucson district represented by Steve Gallardo and Martha Garcia in the House and Richard Miranda in the Senate, has 49,061 active voters. Candidates in both districts run with the same expenditure limit—$17,918 in 2006—so District 4 candidates who opt for the Clean Elections system have about $0.14 to spend per active voter, while District 13 candidates have about $0.36 per active voter.58

In defense of the current system, supporters might say that it is not appropriate to evaluate the expenditure limits based on “active voters.” Instead they should be evaluated based on resident population. Districts with many nonvoting residents should not be seen as unfairly advantaged—in fact, spending in such areas might be more necessary, for instance, to increase interest in Arizona politics among new (not yet voting) residents.

Looking at Arizona’s spending limits on a per-resident basis, however, calls into question their sufficiency. In a study released in 2005 by the Center for Governmental Studies (CGS), Arizona’s per-resident spending limit ranks at the bottom.59 According to CGS, Arizona limits candidates for governor to $0.08 per resident in the primary and $0.11 in the general elections, and legislators to $0.12 in the primary and $0.18 in the general elections. Maine, overall the next lowest among states with spending limits in per-resident spending allowances, gives gubernatorial candidates $0.16 per resident in the primary and $0.31 in the general, State Senate candidates $0.18 in the primary and $0.46 in the general, and State House candidates $0.16 in the primary and $0.48 in the general. Time will only exacerbate the gap between Arizona and Maine, since Arizona is one of the fastest growing states in the nation, expected to add 2.2 million people in the next three decades, while Maine is one of the nation’s slowest growing states.60

Issues of sufficiency have implications for competitiveness. Noted one Arizona activist in October 2005, “The simple reality is that with any office that doesn’t have a pressing set of newsworthy issues, it’s going to be very hard to beat an incumbent on a Clean Elections budget.”61 If that is true, then only particularly controversial or vulnerable incumbents need fear their constituents at election time. Since we are already observing that the number of candidates has fallen, that incumbent retention rates are rising, and that incumbent reelection margins are ample and growing, perhaps we are witnessing a larger combination of effects correlating with the Clean Elections law that work together to insulate incumbents.

One of the stated goals of the Clean Elections law was to increase competition among candidates. It would be ironic if, over time, the Clean Elections spending limits helped solidify the campaign finance advantages incumbents already enjoy in the form of staff, state office budgets, outside office accounts, and “free” media.
**Tone of Campaigns**

The Clean Elections law was also intended to improve the tone of campaigns. The theory is that once candidates need not appeal to special interest donors, they will turn their attention to rank-and-file voters. This will, some say, lead to more substantive and less combative campaigns. Moreover, the Clean Elections law provides a voter guide for candidates to use to get their message to voters and requires candidates to participate in debates. These venues for voter communication are promoted as being more responsible and informative than privately funded advertising.

Clean Elections rules attempt to regulate indirectly that which may not be regulated directly. In 1993, Arizona’s legislature attempted to remedy “negative campaigning” by requiring persons or groups making independent expenditures in the closing days of a campaign to provide an advance copy of the communication to the candidates named in it. The courts struck down the law, concluding that it impermissibly burdened political speech. The Clean Elections law attempts to improve the tone of campaigns in a more indirect, and legally sustainable, manner.

“Tone” and “negativity” are notoriously slippery concepts to measure. But in general, there is no indication that the Clean Elections Act improved the tone of Arizona campaigns. In a study prepared for the Goldwater Institute in 2001, Robert Franciosi observed:

Receiving clean elections money certainly did not make candidates clean campaigners. One challenger mailed several scathing and misleading flyers that distorted her opponent’s record. One flyer contained several negative newspaper headlines that either had nothing to do with her opponent, or were completely made up . . . Such abuses led the Clean Elections Commission to contemplate asking candidates to take an oath swearing not to smear opponents . . .

In 2002, as the same analyst observed in a later study, some of the harshest election communications were made by participating candidates—among them mailers accusing a candidate of defending child molesters, another of sympathy with a radical homosexual agenda, and advertisements stating that a candidate was “soft” on polygamy.

Hard-edged campaigning has continued. Reportedly, in 2004 candidates for the first time used the Clean Elections statewide voter guide as a vehicle to attack opponents. One veteran Arizona politician speculated that the Clean Elections law allowed more negative attacks to “prosper” because of the lack of accountability publicly funded candidates owed to donors. Former State Rep. Mike Gardner noted in a newspaper interview, “In traditional campaigns, the people who contribute to your campaign are
like your regulators. If they don’t like the message you’re delivering, they will stop giving you money and your funding dries up.”

Finally, it would seem naïve to expect that a move to public funding would result in kinder and gentler campaign messages. Why would the simple presence of “clean election” money change the dynamics of modern campaign advertising? Studies demonstrate that negative campaign messages work. Relevant negative information about a candidate used in advertising that identifies the risks associated with electing a specific opponent are among the most effective techniques for swaying public opinion.

Clean Elections money will not ameliorate the “tone” of campaigns. Candidates will use whatever resources they have to best serve the cause of winning. We should expect that “negative” messages will persist as part of the mix.

The Costs of Clean Elections

While there is some admitted ambiguity in measuring whether the Clean Elections Act has lived up to its promises, overall the evidence suggests that the Act has not led to increased participation or competitiveness and has not improved the tone of campaigns. Furthermore, the Clean Elections program is not without costs. The Act’s implementation also requires a web of complicated regulations, and complaints under the Act can lead to invasive enforcement matters that impose real costs on participants and their supporters.

First, the cost of the program takes funding away from the state’s General Fund. In a state where the General Fund budget is over $8 billion, the Clean Elections Fund’s expenditures of just under $8 million in 2004 might seem trivial. But recall that the Clean Elections funding mechanism has a double-edged impact on state finances. It takes $5 from a taxpayer’s taxes and credits each taxpayer another $5.

Although the Clean Elections Fund’s expenditures are a small part of overall state spending, they are not trivial. The more than $4.3 million distributed to candidates in 2004 would almost cover the $4.6 million operating budget for the Arizona Department of Health Services in that same year and would easily cover the department’s vaccination and immunization spending ($2,903,800 and $406,700, respectively) or its Emergency Medical Services expenditures ($4,020,300). The $7,992,868 total Clean Elections Fund expenditures for 2004 (which includes the Clean Elections Commission’s administration, enforcement, and voter education expenses as well as funds to campaigns) would have covered the “personal services” of the state’s Department of Water Resources in 2004 ($6,994,400).

The nonmonetary costs of the program are more difficult to quantify.
One concern is the complexity of the program. Seemingly technical and picayune accounting details take on enormous significance when the law imposes an expenditure limit. Violations of seemingly trivial proportions, such as failing to report food and supplies purchased by family members of a candidate on the day they were made, become material for administrative investigations and enforcement. In a world of spending limits, managing simple post-election refunds of deposits placed during the campaign becomes a matter requiring “informal settlement” with the state government.

Some Clean Elections policies seem to lack adequate justification. For instance, although it is a common practice to hire a consultant to manage many of a campaign’s activities, under the Clean Elections law this vendor may not be the reported recipient of campaign payments; rather, the campaign must pay directly and report the subvendor or whomever is the final provider of services. The Clean Elections Commission’s stated rationale is that if campaigns are allowed to report “lumped” expenditures, this may hide the fact that the underlying goods or services in fact cost more than what was charged by the consultant, obscuring the existence of an illegal in-kind contribution. Yet, this is information that the campaign may not have, and does not reflect the long-standing practice of using consultants to provide unified direction for campaigns. A number of recent enforcement matters have involved this very fact pattern: a campaign would accurately report a payment to a consultant for “literature,” but by failing to track, pay directly, and report the expenses and final providers of all goods, services, postage, designers, graphic artists, etc., that were part of the “literature,” it had violated the Act.

In a publicly financed system, it also becomes necessary to evaluate whether candidates are squandering public money or enriching their friends and associates, or paying for frolicsome goods and services not related to the campaign. For example, three participating Libertarian Party candidates running in 2002 were ordered to repay $104,237 in Clean Elections funding after the Clean Elections Commission found that those funds had been improperly spent on food, alcoholic beverages, and other goods and services arguably of a festive and personal nature. This enforcement matter presents an extreme example, admittedly, but there are other, less extreme examples of “abuse.” For example, Democratic House candidate Ed Ableser received some $7,000 in “matching funds” on election day, when it was too late to spend them on campaign ads. Instead, Ableser threw a party for campaign volunteers where he rented a $287 frozen drink machine and reimbursed his father $1,118 for food and drink costs. Ableser also made one of his campaign volunteers a paid consultant and paid her $3,628.

Even in less colorful contexts the Commission’s obligation to monitor abuse of public funds requires a level of
invasive investigation into campaigns that is simply not necessary in traditionally funded systems. When a candidate raises his own funds, squandering campaign dollars is its own punishment.

Strict compliance with the complicated limits and reporting requirements is necessary for the Clean Elections system to “work,” so penalties are stiff. Under the law, the civil penalty for a violation of a reporting requirement is $110 a day, and the penalty for violation of an expenditure limit is 10 times the amount exceeding the limit. In a system limiting legislative candidates to $11,945 for a primary race and $17,918 for a general election campaign, penalties so calculated can quickly dwarf the expense allotment for an entire election. Perhaps in light of this, the Commission has adopted a rule capping penalties at $10,000, unless the violation is “knowing and willful,” in which case the cap is $15,000, a figure that is still well over the primary limit and approaching the general election limit.

Yet, there is broad agreement that some of the law’s onerous requirements are not necessary. Even advocates of the Clean Elections law, and the Commission’s own executive director, have recommended that the rules requiring frequent, sometimes daily, filing of campaign reports by candidates in campaigns with no participating candidates are overly burdensome, unnecessary, and should be removed. There are costs, too, in the interference the program imposes on politics. One more obvious case of this is the subsidy system’s bias toward participating candidates. In a race featuring a participating candidate and a traditional candidate, independent expenditures supporting the participating candidate or opposing the traditional candidate provoke no matching payment. Since the nonparticipating candidate has chosen to fund his campaign with private money, the Fund will not step in and “compensate” for independent spending against him. Expenditures touting the traditional candidate or criticizing his subsidized opponent will result in a matching payment to the subsidized candidate. The Fund will “level” the field, but only for participants.

This imbalance might be defended by observing that a candidate knowingly accepts these rules when he chooses whether or not to participate and should not be heard to complain when he faces the consequences of that choice. Yet, this unequal treatment might actually push candidates to enter the system. Instead of freely choosing to participate, candidates may come to the realization that Clean Elections confers so many one-sided benefits that it is impracticable to run without its support. When this happens, candidates are coerced into participating in Clean Elections, forcing them to surrender their First Amendment right of free speech. But campaign finance spending limit systems must be voluntary under prevailing case law. A system that
provides additional money for participating candidates based on the independent political speech of unrelated outside groups could become unduly coercive.

In *Buckley v. Valeo*, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the right of citizens under the First Amendment to spend unlimited amounts of money for political speech.82 As the Court noted, being “free to engage in unlimited political expression subject to a ceiling on expenditures is like being free to drive an automobile as far and as often as one desires on a single tank of gasoline.”83 Maintaining a system of unequal treatment under Clean Elections that coerces candidates into participating in the program infringes on their protected First Amendment rights.

Clean Elections matching funds might also seem to invite manipulation. An ally of a publicly funded candidate could direct an outside group to spend funds on expensive but ineffective advertisements “against” the candidate with the intent that additional resources be directed to that candidate. Conversely, some outside groups may forgo political expression supporting a nonparticipating candidate because they do not want to indirectly fund the opposition candidate by increasing his state funding through matching funds.

Thus, Arizona’s Clean Elections system may burden constitutionally protected activity of candidates and citizens’ grassroots organizations. For candidates, the unequal treatment afforded under the law may coerce candidates to surrender their First Amendment right to free speech by limiting their expenditures. For citizens, the system creates disincentives to speak, impairing their First Amendment rights.

Third-party candidates can invoke additional complexities. During the 2002 gubernatorial campaign, Richard Mahoney, an independent candidate participating in the Fund, requested matching funds to counter expenditures made by the Democratic Party for Janet Napolitano. His request was denied, despite the fact that the two candidates were both running for the same seat, on the grounds that the pro-Napolitano advertisement attacked the Republican challenger only.84

History teaches us that any scheme of campaign regulation will encourage activists and partisans to use enforcement against political adversaries. In fact, the Clean Elections Institute in its 2002 report on the Arizona system recommended that “the process must be adjusted so that complaints cannot be used as campaign weapons.”85 Yet, in October 2004, the same Institute filed a complaint asserting that six Republican candidates had illegally coordinated expenditures with the Club For Growth, a national political group dedicated to supporting conservative candidates. After considering the complaint and responses from the accused, the Commission concluded that there was no reason to believe the alleged violation had occurred. This resolution, naturally,
Public funding laws have a statistically significant negative effect on public views about whether “people have a say” in their government or whether “officials care.” By contrast, disclosure laws appear to have a positive effect on public views of political efficacy.

**Clean Elections and Democracy**

Finally, moving beyond the specific data from Arizona, there may be reason for concern about the effect of public financing on public confidence in government. In a pathbreaking study, professors Jeffrey Milyo and David Primo examined a variety of state-level election laws, including those related to public financing and spending limits, and whether the presence of these laws enhances public views of political efficacy.

Their conclusion was that public funding laws have a statistically significant negative effect on public views about whether “people have a say” in their government or whether “officials care.” By contrast, disclosure laws appear to have a positive effect on public views of political efficacy. The authors explain:

Disclosure laws probably do not reduce overall campaign spending, so they do not reduce the positive aspects of political advertising. On the other hand, public financing schemes are typically devised to limit overall expenditures, so they may have a greater negative impact on the beneficial aspects of political expenditures. In addition, public financing may be predicated on false promises for a better democratic process. When the smoke clears and “politics as usual” returns after reform, individuals may become even more disenchanted with their government. Therefore, the apparent counterintuitive finding that disclosure and public financing work in opposite directions on political efficacy is quite plausible.

Despite the fact that campaign finance reform is assumed to improve public confidence in government, for many reforms the connection is lacking. Certain reforms, such as public financing and spending limits, may even do harm. In an era when reform is assumed by courts and policymakers to improve public confidence in government, the implications of this study are profound. If Milyo and Primo’s theory holds true, Arizona’s Clean Elections system may do more to harm the electoral process in Arizona than to help it.

This study examined whether Arizona’s Clean Elections Act met its listed goals, such as increasing
Reduced competition in politics may be a result of overregulation. Eliminating Clean Elections funding and spending limits, liberalizing the complex matrix of state contribution limits, and opening up politics to more private financial participation would encourage participation and competition, and engage the public more effectively than the Clean Elections program.

Instead, reduced competition in politics may be a result of overregulation. Eliminating Clean Elections funding and spending limits, liberalizing the complex matrix of state contribution limits, and opening up politics to more private financial participation would encourage participation and competition, and engage the public more effectively than the Clean Elections program.

Conclusion

As Milyo and Primo's “smoke” clears in Arizona, there may be reason to think that the Clean Elections system is not reaching its stated goals. The evidence today suggests that the system fails to deliver on its promises, while costing Arizonans more than just money. Data indicate that voter participation has been unaffected by the enactment of Clean Elections and that the number of candidates has actually fallen. Incumbent reelection rates are returning to previous levels, as are incumbent victory margins. More Arizonans are choosing to support Clean Elections in the tax check-off, but one has to wonder whether that will persist or, as in other states with check-off programs, will taper off with time.

We can expect that, as the Arizona public comes to understand these trends, it will, as Milyo and Primo predict, become more disenchanted with its government, which could further suppress participation. No doubt a new set of “reformers” will say that the law is insufficiently rigorous, and will agitate for yet additional restrictions or programs to “level the playing field.”
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